
SEO Report for the website: www.sonoran-oasis.com

This report assesses your website for many important factors, such as SEO optimization, off-page backlinks, 
performance, safety, and more. The overall rating is from 0% to 100%, with most leading industry websites ranging 
from 80% to 99%. Improving the page's rating is recommended to improve page ranking and visibility in a Google 
search.

 SEO audit result for: www.sonoran-oasis.com

This website requires optimization.

Your website is optimized by 38% To get a higher rating, please follow the 
instructions below. SEO optimization is important to maximize the ranking 
potential and increase traffic from search engines to the website. 

The website has 7 recommended corrections

 Meta tags

The title is too long. This has a significant impact on the low rankings in search 
engines!1
<style data-href="https://static.parastorage.com/services/wix-thunderbolt/dist/...
<style data-href="https://static.parastorage.com/services/wix-thunderbolt/dist/...
<title>sonoran oasis landscaping - landscaping companies, 
professional landscapers and professional landscaping 
companies</title> 
<meta name="description" content="one of tucson's professional land...
<link rel="canonical" href="https://www.sonoran-oasis.com"/>

  



The website description (metatag: description) is too long. This has a significant 
impact on the low rankings in search engines!2
<style data-href="https://static.parastorage.com/services/wix-thunderbolt/dist/...
<title>sonoran oasis landscaping - landscaping companies, professional landscaper...
<meta name="description" content="one of tucson's professional 
landscaping companies for homeowners associations, residential, and 
commercial properties. sonoran oasis landscapi...
<link rel="canonical" href="https://www.sonoran-oasis.com"/>
<meta property="og:title" content="sonoran oasis landscaping - land...

  

Properly optimized meta tags should give users as much information as possible about the content of 
the website so that it is easier for browsers to index it, and thus raise their search ranking.

 Website content

Iframe tags were detected in the website’s code, it may significantly lower your 
ranking in Google!.3
<p class="font_9 wixui-rich-text__text" style="line-height:1.875em; f...
</li>
<iframe class="nkphmk" title="wix chat&quo t; aria-label="wix chat" 
scrolling="no" allowfullscreen="" allowtransparency="true&qu ot; 
allowvr...

<!-- preloading pre-scripts -->

  

There is a low amount of keywords in the content of the website. This has a 
significant impact on the low rankings in search engines!4
There are no internal links in the website's content related to the main keywords, 
this has a large impact on the page's ranking!5



Well-chosen and error-free page content is crucial in the optimization process. We therefore 
recommend that you make all of the above changes to the website’s content and code so that its 
content is understandable to search engines and can gain higher rankings.

 Google tools

Search engine blocking (disallow) phrases were found in the robots.txt file, this 
may have a negative impact on Google indexing your content6

We have detected errors on your website that may cause your website to be downgraded by Google or 
even banned from searches altogether. In addition, the absence of Google analytical tools installed may 
also affect the website’s position in the ranking.

 Performance results

Your performance could be better. 

The performance of your website has some problems and can be improved. 
Efficiency is important to ensure a good user experience and reduced rejection 
rates (which may also indirectly affect search engine rankings). We recommend 
that you read the factors highlighted below.
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This report is completely free and without obligation.


